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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of the data, the writer concluded that:  

1. The online students of Myelin course still often made 

errors in pronouncing diphthong. The diphthong /ʊə/ and 

/eə/ was the most difficult for the online students, because 

all of them made errors when prounounced it. This can be 

seen from total percentage error words: Tour, Cure, Pure, 

Careful, Care and Hair. On the other hand, there were 

four words that online students can read them well such 

as: make, time, sky, how and boy. They can read them 

well because these words have same sounds with 

Indonesian.  

2. The writer found that learning by online during covid 19 

pandemic there were have not problems to teached online 

stduents, the online students have spirit to learn English 

but they still do not fully understand about pronunciation 
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well, especially in diphthong vowel. In addition, the 

online students can not pronounce diphthong correctly. It 

caused by the inconsistency between the written words in 

English and the sounds. They consider that pronouncing 

diphthong is difficult and diphthong is unfamiliar. They 

also did not use it in daily conversation.  

B. Suggestion 

Referring to the conlusion above, the writer provided 

some suggestions, such as:  

1. For the Teacher 

The teacher should find other technique to teach 

English pronunciation, therefore the teacher understand 

and have good ability either in skill and English 

component. The teacher always give motivation for online 

students in leraning English especially in pronunciation. 

The teacher should more  focuss in learning English 

pronunciation.  
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2. For the Online students  

The student’s should realize that English and 

Indonesian have different rules in pronunciation, should to 

master more English pronunciation, they need to practice 

and learn more about English especially pronunciation 

and they should be given a lot of practice to improve their 

pronunciation. The online students must have high 

motivation in learning English especially pronunciation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


